A theory of Langmuir exactly predicts the rates of many vaporization reactions as functions of temperature. For these reactions his theory is shown to be superior to absolute reaction rate theory, which can be made to yield the same rate equation, in requiring fewer and more general hypotheses and in utilizing a kinetic factor that has been directly verified by· experiment. Langmuir's theory is extended to provide an exact description of the kinetics of some dissociative vaporization reactions.
an' equi valent relation, and it is then shown t~at experimental data for several substances that undergo unretarded vaporization confirm the kinetic factor and tnermodynamic factor assumed by Langmuir rather than those of absolute reaction rate theory.
The analysis of unretarded vaporization provides insights into the nature of diffUsion in the self-adsorbed layer. It will be argued that the product of the frequency factor and transmission coefficient for movement in the self-adsorption layer can be evaluated by means' of the assumption that the activated complex is a two-dimentional gas, whether \ . [ 0] f = 1, and the quantity and X ,which are the standardconcen-
trations of the assumed activated complex and of the vapor molecules which impinge on the surface, are chosen, as is usual, to be one particle per cm 2 and therefore can be omdtted from both equations.
While the expression for the molecular flux thus derived from absolute reaction rate theory is identical to that in Langmuir's theory, the kinetic and thermodynamic contributions which are assumed to enter the rate equation are different. In abs'olute reaction rate theory the acti vated complex is assumed to have a smaller total partition function than the vapor molecules, which implies a lower concentration. And each activated complex is assumed to be converted to vapor (if the complex was
tormed by equilibration of the condensed phase) or to the condensed phase ' --(if the complex was formed from the vapor) with the frequency kT/h.
Langmuir's theory views the rate of condensation as governed only by the rate of arrival of vapor molecules at the surface, and the rate of vaporization in consequence of his postulates is the identical rate at which thermal equilibration on the condensed phase surface generates a -7-
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Maxwell-Boltzmann flux of vapor molecules leaving the surface.
It is well established that molecules of an equilibrium vapor i~inge on sUrfaces at the rate given by kinetic theory, which is the rate assumed by. Langmuir in considering the condensation of vapors.
Since by the definition of unit condensation coefficient, each collision of a vapor molecule with the surface must result in condensation, Langmuir's postulated kinetic factor is appropriate for unretarded condensation processes. But since when the condensation coefficient is unity, every vapor molecule that strikes the surface must condense, the concept that the reaction rate is governed in any fundamental sense by the rate at which the vapor molecules pass through a postulated intermediate state at a frequency kT/h is contradictory. 
where A or B may represent either atomS or molecules such as 02 or 8 2 "
The maximum possible rate for congruent vaporization is given by3,6 The second of these suggested processes requires more detailed analysis because direct desorption of vapor molecules, like direct vaporization from ledge or kink sites, must be a higher energy and therefore probably a less important process than is dissociation from the catalytic sites of particles to non-catalytic adsorption sites of the surface, followed later by desorption. 16 ,17 A model for vaporization by this more probable sequence of steps can be developed by considering first the condensation process.
It will be assumed that the vapor molecules can be bro~ght to complete equilibrium with the bulk' condensed phase (a) only if they encounter thermally activated surface sites or molecules of the" self adsorbed layer whose equilibrium mole fraction of total surface sites X is given by . *
The quantity {l-exp (-~G /RT)} expresses the probability that molecules r -of the vapor will make non-reactive collisions with the surface. These molecules that make non-reactive collisions can be assumed, in agreement wi th Langmuir t s' original hypothesis, to come to equilibrium with the surface with respect to their kinetic energies and rotational, and vibrational states. But some process necessary for complete equilibration such as a change in electronic state or a bond breaking and molecular rearrangement is assumed not to be possible except at the catalytic sites.
The adsorbed vapor molecules will still come to complete equilibrium if they make a reactive collision with an active site before desorbing.
The remainder of the second term inside the brackets is an expression for the fraction of those molecules that initially adsorb without rea.ction, but that, rather than desorbing, undergo react~ ve collisions It a large number of rockets were randomly loaded with a relatively small. amount of fuel and randomly poi~ted for launching without any limit to the minimum amount of fuel assigned to any rocket, relatively few 
The physical meaning of this equation is that the vapor molecules commonly reach complete equilibrium with the condensed phase only after undergoing 
But (AG~-AG~ + AG:) is Just the standard molar free energy difference * AG between molecules in the two dimensional gas transition state for a surface diffusion. and in the bulk condensed phase. Accordingly, Eq. (8) becomes -17-
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Equation (9) differs from the result .for a model which assumes that direct . * " desorption occurs from active sites in that Eq. (9) has ~G where the direct desorption model would place ~Go. We can conveniently discuss in terms of Eq. (9) The entropy of formation of a two dimensional gas from a bulk condensed phase should be less than for formation of the corresponding three , dimensional gas by the difference between the entropy contribution of one translational' degree of freedom and the low frequency vibration-aX entropy that acts on the two-dimensional gas normal to the surface. For a gas 
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the prediction of Langmuir that molecules should leave a surface in free surface vaporization with anequilibri um.
distribution of kinetic and internal energy states has been confirmed experimentally for a number of substances, inclUding two that undergo congruent dissociative vaporization. To reconcile transition state theory to the experimental observations for these unretarded vaporization reactions. requires that the kineti.c term of the rate expression be derived from the average velocity of the equilibrium gas molecule normal to the surface. And to predict rates. of unretarded dissociati"ve vaporization from transition state theory requires that the transition state particles be identified, not as clusters of a single kind of particle, but as the separated molecular products of the equilibrium vaporization reaction.
Those substances that experience a potential energy barrier to complete equilibration when their vapor molecules strike their surfaces need not vaporize to molecules that are equilibrated with respect to translational and internal excitations. Experimental data for two
Buch substances, however 9 show that their translational states are These observations make it appear probable that particles of the self-adsorption layer of substances which undergo retarded vaporization often almost fully equilibrate with respect to vibrational, rotational, and translational degrees of freedom,.. though they may not be at equilibrium with the bulk condensed phase with respect to forbidden electronic transitions or with respect to bond-breaking and rearrangement processes.
An expression for catalyzed vaporization that assumes th-e rate of arrival at catalytic sites to depend upon gaS-like translation in the selfadsorption layer parallel to the surface was derived.to accord with these inferences. The model is generally consistent with the extensive experimental observations and the theoretical conclusions formed by Rosenblatt and co-workers as to the critical rate of sites associated with ledges i ' ' t '
24,25
n arsen1C vapor1za 10n.
It should be emphasized that we do not consider that the postulates that we have described need be appropriate to all retarded vaporization reactions. In particular, for vaporization that occurs with an activation energy much lower than the energy of the equilibrium reaction, such
26-28 t t' th t as amon1um c or1 e 1SSOC1a 1 ve vapor1za 10n, ra e equa 10ns a employ a frequency factor such as that used in absolute reaction rate theory may well be superior. But the kinetic factor for the desorption step, whether or not that step is maintained ~t equilibrium with the bulk condensed phase, is better derived from the average translational velocities of the equilibrium products of the desorption process.
Fortunately, as pointed out above, this assumption is subject to direct experimental test. 
